• MTELPS Total Score Evaluation!!
  o 80+: Student is proficient enough in reading comprehension, vocabulary, and grammar to carry a full-time academic load. STUDENT IS NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE AN EIS READING COURSE.
  o Below 85: STUDENT MUST ENROLL IN AN EIS READING COURSE DESIGNATED BY THE EIS COORDINATOR.

• Written Essay
  o 4: Student demonstrates clear competence in writing on both the rhetorical and syntactic level, with few errors. STUDENT IS NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE AN EIS WRITING COURSE.
  o 3: Student demonstrates competence in writing on both the rhetorical and syntactic level, with occasional errors. IF MTELPS IS BELOW 80, THEN STUDENT MUST ENROLL IN AN EIS WRITING COURSE.
  o 2: Student demonstrates minimal competence in writing on both the rhetorical and syntactic levels. STUDENT MUST ENROLL IN AN EIS WRITING COURSE.
  o 1: Student demonstrates some developing competence in writing but remains flawed either rhetorically, syntactically, or on both levels. STUDENT MUST ENROLL IN AN EIS WRITING COURSE.

• Listening Comprehension
  o 75+: Student is proficient enough in listening comprehension.
    ▪ UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE EIS 1063.
    ▪ GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE EIS 1073 UNLESS ORAL INTERVIEW IS 1 OR 2.
  o Below 75: UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MUST ENROLL IN EIS 1063;
    GRADUATE STUDENTS MUST ENROLL IN EIS 1073 UNLESS ORAL INTERVIEW IS 3+.

• Oral Interview
  o 4: General proficiency on all familiar and common topics; may be at a loss for words on unfamiliar topics, but is able to paraphrase successfully. Can produce correct complex sentences; very rare errors in structural forms, but may make errors with idioms. Pronunciation is very close to native-like.
    ▪ UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE EIS 1073.
    ▪ GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE EIS 1073.
  o 3: Elementary professional competence. Makes effective use of all tenses, with occasional errors. Fully active vocabulary with larger passive vocabulary. Pronunciation is consistently comprehensible. IF LISTENING COMPREHENSION SCORE IS 75+ OR ABOVE, THEN
    ▪ UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE EIS 1073.
    ▪ GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE NOT REQUIRED TO TAKE EIS 1073.
  o 2: Basic competence for social use. Basic command of all simple tenses and can operate questions and negatives. Shows awareness of perfect forms but has difficulty producing them. Hesitates and repeats occasionally. Pronunciation contains occasional errors.
    ▪ UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE EIS 1073.
    ▪ GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE EIS 1073.
  o 1: Limited personal conversation. Knows formulaic greetings and some vocabulary. Great deal of hesitation and difficulty formulating simple questions and answers in present and past tenses. Pronunciation errors very frequent.
    ▪ UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE EIS 1073.
    ▪ GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE REQUIRED TO TAKE EIS 1073.